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During the game I kept telling Hawks PR man Arthur Triche that strange stuff was happening like Twin 
holding down Dwight and Josh draining fade away jumpers.

•

And then the most bizarre thing of all happened after: An Ex-NBA ref allegedly attacked ‘Nique soon 
after he finished his TV duties. Atlanta Police arrested the man. ‘Nique was said to be uninjured and 
returned home.

•

As for the game, it’s uncertain what these three straight Ws against the Magic will mean come the 
playoffs, especially since this was the first meeting in which Orlando was (relatively) healthy and 
cohesive.

•

But, as Jamal put it: “It definitely doesn’t hurt.”•
I used to think the Heat would provide the best potential playoffs match up for the Hawks because of 
their shaky point guard play and lack of a real scoring threat on the front line. Now it might be the Magic, 
though their lack of depth while missing Redick was a mitigating factor tonight.

•

And the reason for that shift in view, so help me gosh, is Twin.•
How’s this Stan Van Gundy quote for strangeness: “That’s the best defense I’ve seen all year on 
Dwight. He did a great job. Against Collins, [Howard] didn’t get a lot of good shots. I thought he did a 
great job on him. He’s big and physical. He doesn’t give you anything easy. Dwight had trouble getting 
good, on-balance shots.”

•

Twin also got Dwight into early foul trouble, first by taking a (legit) charge and then by boxing him out for 
a rebound and forcing Dwight to grab him. Dwight likes to give out physical punishment but is bothered 
when he has to take it.

•

“He’s a great player,” Collins said. “He’s done a really good job with improving his post moves and not 
just going with power. When he goes power, that’s when I try to get into position to take a charge.”

•
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And, credit to Collins, he is able to get good position on Howard. With the Hawks playing sound defense 
on the perimeter (save for Jameer’s third quarter) Twin wasn’t faced with too many mismatches in 
space.

•

“I think they are guarding us differently now,” Ryan Anderson said. “Collins is a bigger body that makes 
it tough on Dwight. That’s pretty much what they’re doing. We just need to get in the gym and work on 
countering that.”

•

Add that to the list of the bizarre: An opposing player talking about needing to come up with a different 
game plan to counter Jason Collins’ impact.

•

Twin wasn’t in the game for most of the fourth as L.D. went small. Dwight took advantage by earning 
eight eight free-throw attempts and scoring eight of his 17 points in the period. Twin headed back in with 
1:40 to play, after Dwight had gotten three straight plays at the basket.

•

“That’s kind of what we’ve done the first three games, we’ve played big on him all the way into the fourth 
quarter,” Drew said. “Hopefully Al can go into the fourth with low fouls; tonight he had one when we put 
him on Dwight. Tonight the strategy didn’t work out so I went back to Jason at the end there who came 
in and did a a good job on him. Sometimes certain thing don’t work and you have to be ready to adjust.”

•

The Hawks held the Magic, a good shooting team, to 38 percent from the floor in four games. On 3-
pointers, Orlando was 4 for 22 in Game 1, 4 for 22 in game 2, 4 for 17 in Game 3 and 7 for 23 tonight.

•

If the Magic can’t make 3s, and Dwight is having an inefficient night, and Nelson isn’t allowed to run 
wild . . . . then they can be slowed.

•

It also helps when Dwight is limited by foul trouble because without Gortat the Magic have no other 
quality bangers to speak of (why did they make that move when they were chasing the Celtics?)

•

The Magic hung with the Hawks because Turkoglu and Nelson were efficient and timely scorers and 
the Hawks managed just 16 points in the fourth period with J.J. (1 for 5) and Jamal (1 for 4) unable to 
convert.

•

“They are the type of team, they are going to be around,” L.D. said. “You have to be mentally strong to 
really milk every possession against them. They are going to make you work on the defensive end. With 
Dwight, they can basically get the shots they want particularly if you have to double team him.”

•

Depending on how the games are called, Collins’ defensive work against Howard should be repeatable 
in the playoffs. Same goes for Zaza’s energetic attack on the boards. Also have to think the Hawks can 
keep sharing the ball like this (21 assists on 33 field goals).

•

But not so sure the Hawks can rely on Smoove’s silky jump shots, their 13 for 15 free-throw shooting or 
foul trouble for Dwight.

•

Josh was energetic and active on defense and had four assists against one turnover.•
J.J., facing aggressive double teams, had moments where he again looked like the player who can get 
his on post-ups, runners and hesitation moves. He had other moments where he was too indecisive with 
the ball and, in fairness to Smoove, sometimes that resulted in passes to Josh late in the shot clock 
necessitating a jumper.

•

J.J. missed on a drive to the basket with the Hawks up 84-82. “Forget about it and move on,” Joe said. 
“But that’s tough, missing a little easy shot in the lane like that.”

•

Hinrich missed lots of open shots but harassed Nelson, who still made some tough baskets.•
“Jameer got to the basket a couple times but the most important thing with Kirk is he is going to make 
those point guards work,” Drew said. “They are going to score baskets–those guys are good. But he’s 
going to make them work.”

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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